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1. INTRODUCIION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
THIS IS the first of a series of interconnected papers, which together constitute an approach 
to the 3-dimensional Poincart Conjecture [lo]. The general ideas of this approach are 
outlined in [4] and [S]. I will not give a general introduction and/or preface to the whole 
series of papers here, since that is done already in [4] and [S]. 
The main result of the present paper is a representation theorem for homotopy 3-spheres, 
which is an initial step for our approach. In order to be able to state this representation 
theorem, we will need to begin with some basic definitions; these will be continuously used, 
forever after, throughout the whole series of subsequent papers. 
A singular I-dimensional polyhedron is a triple (K *, J M’) where 
(a) M’ is a smooth 3-manifold without boundary, K* is a finite 2-dimensional simplicial 
complex and / is a simplicial map whose restriction to any simplex Q c K* is a smooth 
embedding. Any point in K* belongs to some 2-simplex. 
(b) There is a finite set of vertices of K *, denoted by Sing(f) c K*, such that 
fl(K* - Sing(/)) is an immersion (i.e. locally injective). Moreover, this immersion is generic, 
in a sense which we will explain later on. 
(c) For each singularity ooSing(j), there is a coordinate neighborhood 
R’ = {(x, Y, z)} = M’, containing f(o) = (O,O, 0). and a very precise local model for 
f-t R3 L, R’, which I will describe now. The open set /- ’ R3 c K* is the union of two 
“branches” PI and P2, each of which is a copy of R*, endowed with coordinates (ur, vl) and 
(u2, 02) respectively. 
At the source K*, each point (u, = 0, oi = t)EPI with t 5 0, is identified to (ul = 0, 
vt = L)E P2; the singularity ~7 is represented by (u, = or = 0) E (u2 = v2 = 0). 
The maps flPl and jlP2 are given, respectively, by (x = 0, y = ui, z = vl) and 
(x = u2, y = 0, z = v2) (see Fig. 1). 
In other words, at the level of K*, PI and P2 are glued together along a common half-line, 
the restrictions fl P,(i = 1.2) are injective, and at the target fP, and fP2 meet transversally. 
There is a line of double points of /. which starts at the singularity 6. 
Remurks. (I) More complicated “singularities” will have to be considered, later on, in 
the present paper. The ones just described will then be called admissible. 
(II) There are two roles for the map 1 in this story. Firstly, f is a precise recipe to 
construct a 3-dimensional regular neighborhood for K*, outside of the singular set, where it is 
an immersion. If one thinks of this as an extra structure attached to K*, singularities appear 
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as being intrinsically attached to the source of the map f; accordingly, in the later papers of 
this series, we will often (and more conveniently) write SingK2 instead of Singfi 
Secondly, the map /serves as a guide for the elementary zipping moves, which I will 
describe next. These elementary moues going from one singular 24mensional polyhedron 
to another ) r. 
w2.jI ~3b-w:,L M’), 
take the form of commutative diagrams 
“‘\12/ 
I 
M' 
where g is a quotient-space projection which zips through some double points off, starting 
at the singularities. Here is a complete list of our elementary moves, each described by a local 
model. It will be convenient to denote respectively by Ml(f) c M2(f) c K2 the sets of 
triple and double points of 1: The fact that f is generic means exactly the following things: 
(i) At the target, images of the various local pieces of the source, always meet transvers- 
ally. In particular, there are no n-tuple points for n > 3, and triple points are isolated; they 
live inside the interior of the smooth part of K2 (and their local model is the obvious one). 
(ii) The subset M2(J) c K2 is a graph, with its endpoints living in Sing(f) u (the open 
subset where K2 is a 2-dimensional manifold with boundary}. The points where this graph 
is nor a l-manifold, other than the triple points, will be called forking points. (None of the 
forking points is in Sing(f).) The forking points will look like a “figure Y” with any number 
of arms. Inside K2, Ml(f) and the {l-dimensional strata} of K2 are in general position. 
The movement O(1). This is an acyclic zipping where “acyclic” means homotopically trivial. 
Starting with a singular point IJ, one zips through a jerking point. In the process, the forking 
point disappears and u is replaced by seoeral new (admissible) singularities. Figs 2 and 
3 explain this movement in detail, for a standard Y. The double points of g are the parts of 
M2(f) contained between cr and Q’ + 0”. 
The map g is here a simple homotopy equivalence but collapsibility of K2 does not imply 
collapsibility for Kf. 
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Fig. 2. Movement O(I) (at the source; at the target both the local models for jK* look like in Fig, 3). 
Fig. 3. 
The movement O(2). This movement kills a singularity by bringing it, via zipping, to the 
boundary dK*. The local model (at the source) is given by Fig. 4. This movement is also 
acyclic. Our list would not be complete without a third acyclic movement (called “Movement 
O(O)‘*) which does not change the topology of K2 but which zips through a triple point off, 
thereby changing it into a forking point for j’, . At the source this is shown in Fig. 5; at the 
target, the local model is the same as for a triple point. 
The acyclic movements O(O), O(l), O(2) are (simple) homotopy equivalences. The last 
movement, which I will call tire movement O(3), is not trivial, homotopically speaking. Via 
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zipping, two singularities cl and c2 are brought together, thereby annihilating each other, 
and homotopically speaking this means adding a 2-dimensional cell D2 to K2, along some 
map dD2 + K2. The local model is shown at the source in Fig. 6. and at the target in Fig. 7. 
This is the complete list of our elementary moues (for singular 2-dimensional polyhedra). 
We are finally able to state the main result of this first paper, namely the 
THEOREM 1 (COLLAPSIBLE PSEUDO-SPINE REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR X3). Let C3 be 
a smooth homotopy 3-sphere. There exists a singular 2-dimensional polyhedron 
such that 
(I) The finite simplicial complex K2 is collapsible. 
(2) (Reminder) Outside ajnite set of singularities, the map f is a generic immersion, and in 
the neighborhood 01 the singularities, / takes the admissible form (see Fig. 1). 
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(3) The map f can be exhausted by elementary zipping moves, starting from the singular- 
ities. In other words, there exists a sequence o/elementary moves O(i) 
K2-%Kf-%. . .LK,Z (1.1) 
such rhat g.og,,_, 0.. . ogt =f(and Ki =fK’). 
(4) X3 - fK2 is collecCon of open 3-cells. 
Importanr Remarks. (1) Like K ‘, / K2 is simply connected, but generally speaking we 
will have x2( fK ‘) # 0. 
(2) Consider M’(J) = {the set of double points considered in K2 x K’}; in an appropriate 
sense, the projection on the first factor M2(f)~A4,(f) c K2 is a u%singuhrizorion of M2(n. 
Our (3) is equivalent o the fact that each connected component of M2(J) conloins singularities; 
but if M&J) # 4, this is generally speaking false for M’(f). When (3) is fulfilled, we will also 
say that “the double points off are commanded by the singularities”. 
(3) Point (4) is equivalent to the fact that there is a finite collection of 2-by-2 disjoined 
smoothly embedded 3-balls B: c X3, i = 1,. . . , A, such that 
{the regular neighborhood of /K2 in X3} = X3 - 6 int B:. 
l-0 
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(4) It is always possible to re-arrange a sequence like (1 - 1) in such a way that the 
O(3)-movements are performed last. 0 
I actually got Theorem 1 quite a long time ago. The original proof for it is buried inside 
the long preprint [9]. of which it represents a small part. (The totality of [9] will be 
superseded by this and the next paper in the present series.) The original approach for 
proving Theorem 1 (see [9]) was the following. Let B :, B: be two disjoined 3-balls, of 
boundaries S:, S:, smoothly embedded in Z’. It follows from the Smale-Hirsch theory 
([l 11. [3]) that there is a regufur homotopy (= a smooth path of immersions) 
S2 2 x3 - int Bf - int S:, 
connecting .S: c C3 - int Bf - int B: to S: c YE3 - int B: - int B:. Now, a very naive 
attempt for proving that C3 = S’ would be to try to cover the path of immersed 2-spheres 
S2*C3 by a path of immersed 3-balls B3 
01 
-C3, starting with B: c C3. But thefailure of 
the cooering homotopy property for the restriction map among spaces of immersions 
rmm(N~~mpac~.~unded~ M”) + Imm(dN”, M”), 
kills, of course, such an attempt, at least in its more obvious form. But a rather laborious 
proof of our Theorem 1 can nevertheless be achieved by pursuing this line of thought to its 
bitter end; this proof is contained in [9]. 
This paper offers a cleaner and more conceptual approach (which, incidentally, will be 
useful for open simply-connected 3-dimensional manifolds too). 
Here is a schematical account of what we will be trying to do. In Section 2 below we start 
by considering the very general situation of a nondegencratc simplicial map from a not 
necessarily locally finite simplicial complex X of dimension 5 3 to a closed triangulated 
3-manifold 
X5 M3. (1.2) 
Two equivalence relations ‘-P(g) c 0(g) c XxX will be considered; 0(g) is just the 
simple minded equivalence relation 
k Y)E WI)-= g(x) = g(y) 
induced by the map g. The equivalence relation Y(g) is more subtle: it is the smallest 
equivalence relation on X, compatible with g, and which kills all the singularities (i.e. such 
that the induced map X/Y(g)-%M3 is an immersion). The machinery of the so-called 
Z-topology is introduced in Section 2 in order to give an unambiguous meaning to this 
equivalence relation Y(g). The fact that our map K2- I3 (Theorem 1) can be exhausted 
by elementary zipping moves (see 3) in Theorem 1 is the same thing as the equality 
W) = W). 
In Section 2, we also give the following equivalent formulation of Theorem 1: in this 
formulation it is only asked that K2 be “pseudo-collapsible”, i.e. a collapsible space with 
a finite number of 2-cells attached along their boundaries. 
The precise occurrence (1.2) to which our little theory is to be applied is the following. 
Just like a closed surface S can be represented by identifying the edges of a polygon, our M3 
can be obtained by identifying the sides of 3-dimensional polyhedron A3. By unrolling this 
fundamental domain A’ along its faces, we get an infinite arborescent union T of copies of 
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A3, which is not locally finite, and which is naturally equipped with a non-degenerate map 
Tef,M). It will be shown that T/Y(g*) ” -M3 is the universal covering space of M3. It 
will follow, if M3 = x3, that Y’(g”O) = @(gm). An easy compactness argument shows then 
(in the case M3 = x3) that there exists a finite truncation TN c T (where TN is a finite, 
arborescent union of fundamental domains) such that, for gN ,T~ g” 1 TN, we already have 
W(gN) = @(gN). So, the map TN ‘*I -C3 fulfills a 3-dimensional non-generic version of our 
Theorem 1. Section 3 shows how to get from this to what we want, via taking the 
2-dimensional skeleton of an appropriate subdivision and also by choosing an appropriate 
generic perturbation of the map gN. (A schematical account of this part of the story is to be 
found in the beginning of Section 3.) 
The last section is a short preview of the papers coming next in this series. 
2. THE Z-TOPOLOGY 
We will start now by considering the very general situation of a simplicial map 
X/-M3 
subjected only to the following conditions: M 3 is a triangulated 3-manifold without 
boundary, X is a simplicial complex of dimension Z$ 3 and /is non-degenerate, in the sense 
that for any simplex u of X, /la is an isomorphism between IJ and Ji. It is not assumed that 
X is locally finite, but only that it has at most countably many simplices. 
Remark. It will be convenient o read the word “simplicial” complex in a slightly looser 
fashion than usual; namely two simplices G, u’ can have in common not just a face but 
a possibly disconnected union of faces (of various dimensions). This proviso will allow us to 
avoid subdividing things, after X will have been replaced by a quotient. 
Our X will be endowed with the weak topology (i.e. F c X is closed iff any F n {simplex} 
is closed), and this makes our map f continuous. 
I will denote by Sing(/) c X the set of points x E X which are such that II Star(x) is not 
injectioe. Clearly Sing(f) is a subcomplex; also, since f is simplicial, outside Sing(f), our 
X is locally finite. We will also consider the subset O(f) c X xX defined by 
3. (x,rxz)~@(j)=-Ix~ =fxz EM , 
in other words, a,(/) is the equivalence relation on X, defined by the map fi I will also 
consider M2(f) c 0(/) which is by definition the set of double points of J i.e. all the 
(xi, X~)E X x X - DiagX such that Fiji = fxl and 
d*(f) =f ML(/) u Diag(Sing(/)) = @(f). 
Clearly, &?*(/) has a natural structure of simplicial complex and Diag(Sing(f)) is a sub- 
complex. We will endow, for the time being, fi2(/) with the weak topology too. 
We are also interested in equivalence relations R c Q(j) which are such that if XE olr 
yeas, where cr, and u2 are two simplices of X of the same dimension with fx =/y and 
jai = fi2, then 
(x, y) E R = {R identifies by to ~7~). 
Such equivalence relations automatically have the property that X/R is a simplicial 
complex; the induced map X/R + M3 is also simplicial. 
TOP 31:3-n 
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Among these R’s, there is a particularly interesting equivalence relation Y(f) c O(f), 
the basic features of which are summarized in the following 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(I) There exists an equiualence relation V(f) c O(f) which is completely characterized by 
rhe following two properties. 
(LA) If we consider the natural commutative diagram 
we have Sing(fi) = 4, i.e. fi is an immersion. 
(LB.) There is no other equivalence relation on X compatible with / and strictly smaller 
than Y(f) haoing property I.A. 
(II) The equivalence relation Y(f) also hos the property that the induced map 
is surjectiue. 
This theorem is proved in [83, but for the convenience of the reader, some of the 
ingredients of the Y/O-theory will be reviewed in this section. 
I start with the following 
Dejnition 2.1. A subcomplex R c cz(f) will be called admissible if it has the following 
two properties: 
(i) The subset R = R’u Diag X c X x X is an equivalence relation. 
dcl 
(ii) Let ul, u2 be two distinct simplices of X such that dim or = dim u2 and ful = fu*. If 
there exists a pair of points X~EU,, y, cu2 with (xl,yl)~R then, for any pair XEU,, yeu2 
(with fx = fy), we have (x, y)~ R, This implies, of course, that the equivalence relation 
R 3 R’ will identify u, to u2. 
Important Remarks. (1) Notice that in (ii) above, we can have x1 = yl, in which case 
(xr,yr)~RnDiag(Sing(f)). But we do not ask that (xl,y,)~R implies (x.y)~R for any 
(x E ul, y E u2). such that fx = fy. The typical case when such an implication will not hold is 
x1 = y1 E Sing(f) with (xl,y,)~R - R’. This kind of distinction will turn out to be useful 
(see for example Lemma 2.2 below); it is made possible by the fact that we insist on working 
with fi2(f) in lieu of the full @(/) = G2(f)uDiagX. 
(2) Here is another useful, equivalent definition of admissibility. A subcomplex 
R’ c G2(f) is admissible if it satisfies (i) above and also the following condition: 
(iii) The subset J? c G2(j) is both open and closed, in the weak topology. (Caution, 
R’ c O(f) is closed but not necessarily open; and the same is true for R c O(f).) 
(2bis) Actually (iii) implies that R c fi2(f) is a subcomplex. 
(3) An admissible equivalence relation R is uery nice: the quotient space X/R is 
automatically a simplicial complex, and its quotient-space topology is the weak topology. 
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(4) One has an obvious commutative diagram of simplicial maps 
(2.1) 
where n(R) is the natural projection; the notations n(R) and fi =fi(R) from (2.1) will be 
used again later on. 
(5) Notice that R’n Diag(Sing(f)) c R’ c g*(f) is a subcomplex; at the level of X, this 
corresponds isomorphically to a subcomplex (of Sing(f) c X) which I will denote by 
I?n Sing(/). The subset l?n Sing(f) c Sing(f) is both open and closed; hence 
Sing(f) - R n Sing(f) is also a subcomplex of Sing(f ) c A?*(j). The following lemma is 
proved in [S]. 
LEMMA 2.2. In the context of the commutative diagram (2.1), we have 
Sing(f,(R)) = n(R)(Sing(f) - R n Sing(/)). 
We are ready now for a less mundane topology on the set c*(f). 
Definition 2.2. We define the Z-topology on the set Q*(J) by deciding that the Z-closed 
subsets are exactly the finite unions of admissible subsets. If P c h?*(j), we will denote by 
Clz( P) c h?*(f) the Z-closure of P, and by az( P) 2 Clz( P) the smallest subset of fi*(/) 
containing P, which is both Z-closed and an equivalence relation, when we complete it with 
the full diagonal. In other words, az( P) is the smallest admissible set containing P. 
Remarks. (6) The irreducible closed sets of the Z-topology arc exactly those of the form 
Cl&, y) with (x. y)~ i*(f). (A closed set F is called irreducible if there are no nontrivial 
decompositions F = FI u F2, with both F, and F2 closed.) These sets are automatically 
equivalence relations, in fact CIz(x, y) = E&(x, y). 
(7) There are many situations when inclusions of the type Clz(xi, yi) s Clz(x2, y2) 
occur; here (x2, y2) is a “generalization” of (x1, y,) while (xi, yi) itself is a “specialization” of 
(x2, y2). It should be clear by now that the Z-topology is not Hausdorfl; but as already said, 
quotients of X by Z-closed sets which are equivalence relations (i.e. by admissible sets) are 
very nice. 
(8) Very much like in algebraic geometry, where algebraic relations written at the level 
of the generic point are forced everywhere throughout its Zariski closure, so in our present 
context identifications compatible with /, done at a double point (x, y). are forced through- 
out the whole Clz(x, y). It is this analogy which has motivated our subscript Z. 
If we consider fi*(/) =I az(Diag(Sing(/))) = {the smallest admissible set containing 
Diag(Sing(/))}, then we can introduce the following admissible equivalence relation, which 
is of paramount importance for this paper and its sequels (and also for [6]. (73). 
Y(J) do ?$(Diag(Sing(j))) u {Diag X - Diag(Sing(f))} 1 . 
This is indeed the Y(/) which verifies our Theorem 2.1 (for the proof, see [8]). We will say 
that ul(/) c a(J) is the admissible quivalence relation which is “Jorced” (or “commanded”) 
by the singularities, in the sense that Y(f) is the smallest equivalence relation, compatible 
with J which kills all the singularities (see 1.A in our Theorem 2.1). 
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Remark. We have the following equivalences 
{‘P(f) = Diag(X)) o (Sing(f) = ~$1 o { fis an immersion). 
There is a more constructive view of Y(f). Start with any xl E Sing(f) and with any pair 
of distinct simplices err, o2 c X such that x1 cc1 na2, dim al = dimal, far =fa2. By 
identifying ar to a2, we get a quotient X1 of X and a commutative diagram of simplicial 
maps 
Next, pick up any x2 E Sing(f’) and a pair of distinct simplices a;, a; c X, such that 
x20a’, na;, dima’, = dima; and f’a’, =f’a;. By identifying a; to a;, we get a new 
commutative diagram 
If the original X is finite, this construction has to stop after finitely many steps and the 
last X, is clearly X/Y(/). In the infinite case, we just get, to begin with, a sequence of 
quotients, corresponding to an increasing sequence of equivalence relations 
Pl=Pr= *** = P. = Pn+ 1 = * - * = W). (2.2) 
The union pw = uypl is clearly a subcomplcx, and hence it is closed in the weak 
topology. The quotient X, = X/p, has an obvious simplicial structure, and the natural 
I’ map X, - M3 is simplicial. We can pick up an x, E Sing(f”) and go on with a transtinite 
sequence which stops when there are no more singularities left: 
p1=p2= **- =p,=po+1= *** ~w-). (2.3) 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that U,p, = ‘Y(i); this also shows that u,p, is intrinsically 
(well) defined, i.e. independent of the various choices made in the construction. 
Remark. Any one of the intermediate uIs.. pi is a subcomplex; in particular it is closed 
(in the weak topology) and the corresponding quotient is Hausdorff (actually a simplicial 
complex). 
We consider now an infinite (but countable) X. The next lemma (which is proved in [8]) 
gives us a really manageable version of Y(f), since it shows that we can always choose the 
sequence (2.2) so that pU = ‘u(j); hence (2.3) will not be necessary. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let X L M3 be non-degenerate and X be an at most countable complex. 
There exists a sequence of folding maps p, c p2 c . . . c p. c . . . c O(f) such that 
u;” Pr = ‘y(J). 
This finishes our general theory of the Z-topology, and the rest of this section offers 
some applications. 
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2.1. A reformulation of the pseudo-spine representation theorem 
Let now 
K2iM3 
be any singular 2-dimensional polyhedron, like in Section 1 of this paper. We have seen that 
the equivalence relation Y(f) c O(f) can always be exhausted by a (finite) sequence of 
folding maps. It follows easily that thefollowing two conditions for (K’,J M3) are equivalent: 
(2.1.i) The map f can be exhausted by elementary zipping moues (like in point 3) from our 
Theorem 1); 
(2.I.ii) One has Y(f) = Q(f). 
This means that Theorem 1 admits the following equivalent reformulation. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let X3 be any smooth homotopy 3-sphere. There exists a singular 2- 
dimensional polyhedron K’ -5 1 3, with the following properties: 
(1) K2 is collapsible; 
(2) we have Q(f) = Y(f); 
(3) g N is the regular neighborhood of fK2 in X3, then C3 - int N is ajinite collection of 
3-bulls. 
Any (K ‘,f. X3) hnving propertics (2) and (3) from the above statement will be called 
from now on a pseudu-spine or a pseudu-spine representation for CJ. 
DeJnifion 2.3. A finite 2-dimensional simplicial complex P2 will be called almost 
collapsible if there exists a collapsible 2-dimensional complex Q2 and simplicial maps 
CTD: ~Q2,i=l,..., k, such that P2 is obtained by glueing the 2-cells D:, . . . , 0: ro Q2 
alongql,...,qk: 
P2 =Q’uD:~D:u.. .uD;. 
VL (P1 %I 
Remark. The 2-dimensional skeleton of a collapsible n-dimensional simplicial complex 
K” is always almost collapsible. This can be seen as follows. If K” collapses to a point, we 
can start by performing first the n-dimensional collapsings, afterwards the (n - l)-dimen- 
sional collapsings, a.s.o. As long as these collapsings are of dimension > 3, the 2-dimen- 
sional skeleton stays unaffected, so we may as well assume that n = 3. Now, if K3 collapses 
to a 2-dimensional complex K2, then the 2-dimensional skeleton of K3 can be obtained by 
adding 2-dimensional cells to K2. This shows that the 2-dimensional skeleton of a collaps- 
ible 3-complex is indeed almost collapsible. 
So here is now 
THEOREM 2.5. (THE ALMOST-COLLAPSIBLE PSEUDO-SPINE REPRESENTATION THEOREM). Let X3 
be any smooth homoropy 3-sphere. There exists a singular 2-dimensional polyhedron P2 A X3 
such fhat : 
(1) P’ is almost-collapsible; 
(2) ( P2, J X3) is a pseudo-spine representation for X3 (i.e. properties (2), (3) from Theorem 
2.4 remain true). 
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Clearly, Theorem 2.4 implies Theorem 2.5, but the conuerse is also true. It suffices 
to choose small 2-disks d: c @-{the double points of I}; it is easy to show that 
(P - u: intdf,f,Z3) is, indeed, a collapsible pseudo-spine representation. 
So what we actually have to prove is Theorem 2.5. 
But some more intermediate passages will be necessary before we can reach this goal. 
2.11. A naive construction of universal covering spaces 
We consider now an arbitrary closed 3-manifold M’. There is a very well-known, old 
way, of representing M 3, where one starts with a 3-ball A3 the boundary of which is 
triangulated, and where one appropriately identifies the triangles. More explicitly, if the set 
of triangles of aA is h,, hz, . . . , hlpr we have a fixed-point free involution i on the set 
S = {hi, ht, . . . ) h,,], and M3 is the quotient space A3/p where the equivalence relation 
p identifies hl to jh, for each 1 (by an appropriate simplicial isomorphism). 
Let G be the free monoid generated by S and 1 and let G c G be the set of reduced words 
of G. We consider the space T obtained from the disjoined union xxsG xA3 by glueing, for 
each XE G and hi E 5, where xhiE G the fundamental domains xA3 and xhiA3 along their 
respective hi and j(hi) faces. For simplicity’s ake, only couples x, xhi such that both x and 
xh, are reduced, will be used here. 
Important Remarks. 
(I) The definition of T is obviously modelled on the Cayley graph, but any reference to 
nl will be suppressed here. 
(II) There is an obvious, tautological map Tz M3 which maps each fundamental 
domain xA3 t T identically onto A3 3 M3. Our (T, g”) is quite similar to the developing 
map [13], [12-J; one gets it by unrolling the fundamental domain A3 + M’ along its faces. 
Since we have worked only with reduced words XE G, the singular set Sing(g”) c T is 
exactly the l-dimensional skeleton. If x is the interior of an edge of T, then at the level of 
links, for convenient subdivisions, the map Lk(x, T) 5 Lk(g”x, M3) is isomorphic to the 
universal covering map R + S’. If x is a vertex of T, then, similarly, 
Lk(x, T) 2 Lk(gmx, M3) looks like the infinitely ramified covering space of S* at a finite 
subset E c S*; this means that one starts with the universal covering space (S* - E)‘, and 
then to any local piece which looks like the Riemann surface of logz, one adjoins a unique 
point above 0, thereby glueing together all the branches. The l-complex dual to T(funda- 
mental domain = vertex, face = edge) is the universal covering space of the Cayley graph of 
nt M3 (with respect o the system of generators which is naturally attached to our presenta- 
tion M’ = A3/p). 
(III) We could also have worked with an arborescent object ‘&xA’, similar to our 7’, 
but where all the words in G (not only the reduced ones) are used. For this object, the 
singular set is the 2-skeleton and if we would substitute it to T, the discussion in Section 
3 below would become more complicated. 
(IV) From now on our arborescent union of fundamental domains T = CxeCxA3 will be 
conceived as a simplicial complex via the following procedure. 
We consider a triangulation T for M3 and the cellular decomposition 7* dual to it. 
A general procedure for obtaining a representation A3/p = M’ is to start by choosing 
a maximal tree 0 c (1 - skeleton of r*} and get our A3 by puttingtogether the triangles of 
T along the edges in 19 (it will suffice to consider these representations M3 = A3/p). SO A’ is 
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now a collapsible 3-dimensional simplicial complex and A’ -+ M3 is simplicial. Every xA3 
will be triangulated just like A3 and this turns our T into a simplicial complex. The map 
T 2 M3 is simplicial nondegenerate and the whole little theory from Section 2 can be 
applied to it. Our T is anyway not locally finite (see (II) above) and will be endowed with the 
weak topology. 
LEMMA 2.6. The natural map 
T/Y(g”)s’ M3 
is the universal covering space of M3. 
Proof. For the arborescent 7’, we clearly have x1 T = 0, and hence, by (II) in Theorem 
2.1, T/Y (g”) is simply-connected. We know already that g? is an immersion, and since T, 
and hence also T/Y(g), have no free faces, gr is actually hale (i.e. a local homeomorphism); 
this fact is also clear from the local description of Sing(g”) which we gave above. The space 
T/V(g”) is also complete, in the sense that any (reduced) infinite word written with the 
letters from S, namely hi,hiahi,, . . . , can be represented by a continuous chain of funda- 
mental domains of T, starting with 1. A3 c T and going to infinity. These three properties 
simply-connected, itale and complete imply our result. 
Remark. There is an easy Riemannian analogue of this lemma. Let M” be a closed 
n-manifold and Ict V’” 5 M” be an &ale map (= local diffeomorphism), where v” is 
a simply-connected manifold without boundary. If V” is also complete, in the sense that for 
some (and hence for all) Riemannian metric r on M”, cp*r is complete, then V” z M” is the 
universal covering space of M”. 
2.111. A non-generic, 3-dimensional version of the collapsible pseudo-spine representation 
theorem 
Let us specialize now the commutative diagram of surjections 
where the broken arrow comes from the inclusion Y(g”‘) c @(gm), to the special case when 
M3 = 1’. i.e. to homotopy spheres. 
If M’ = C’, we have g;” = identity, and hence, at the level of equivalence relations, we 
find that 
1 YW)=Wm)]. (2.7) 
I will show now how this basic formula can be used. We start by exhausting T with an 
increasing family 0fJinite collapsible subcomplexes 
T, c T, c . . . c T,, c TP.+ 1 c . . . . c T. (2.8) 
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To be specific, we will take Tp = {the restriction of T to words in G of length 5 p). I will 
use the notations 
9 * = g1 Tp, 0’ = O(g*), ‘3”’ = Y(g*) c Op. 
Important Remark. Clearly @’ = Q(g”)l T*, but generally speaking we only have 
‘I’* c ‘I’(g”)l T*. 
LEMMA 2.7. For any n E Z+, there exists an N = N(n)EZ+ with N 2 n, such that 
Y”I T” = @“. 
Proof The basic formula (2.7) tells us that something like this is already true for N = co. 
But Lemma 2.3 tells us that the equivalence relation Y (gm) can be exhausted by a sequence 
of successive folding maps (modelled on o) 
T-rT’+T”-,... . 
Since T* is finite, only finitely many of these folding maps involve simplices (= edges, 
triangles or fundamental domains) of T”, so we can choose a TN which houses them 
all. 0 
We fix now an arbitrary n; note that g” is certainly surjective and hence i”‘/@” is 
canonically identified to X3. Let also N = N(n) be like in Lemma 2.7, For TN, we find the 
following 
LEMMA 2.8. We be YN = ON. 
Prooj Consider the following commutative diagram 
T”/O’ = 7-/O’ 
1 
+ TNfYN 
\ 
z id 23, ~-immersion (2.9) 
I claim that the inclusion map i is surjectiue. If not, we could find fundamental domains 
A c TN/YN such that (intA) n Im(i) = 4. But TN and hence also TN/YN are connected, and 
so we could also find fundamental domains A c TN/YN with 
(intb) n Im(i) = 4 # dA n Im(i). 
Since at the target X3, the image of Y/ON occupies all the room, any point 
xodA n Im(i) has to be a singularity ofg?, which is impossible (since gf is immersive). 
From the surjectivity of i, in diagram 2.9, we read that M2(gy) = 4, which implies our 
result. 
Let us sum up the various properties of the map TN c X3. 
LEMMA 2.9. (1) TN is collapsible. 
(2) Y(gN) = @(gN). 
(3) gNP = x3. 
This looks very much like what we want to prove except for the following facts. 
(I) TN is 3-dimensional and not 2-dimensional; but this is not really a problem since its 
2-dimensional skeleton (or the 2-dimensional skeleton of one of its subdivision) is almost- 
collapsible. 
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(II) The singularities of # are more complicated than the admissible ones. 
(III) The map gN is highly non-generic, since its restriction to any fundamental domain is 
just the identity map. 
The next section will show how we can improve on these things, and actually deduce 
Theorem 2.5 from Lemma 2.9. 
FINAL COMMENTS. (A) Arguments like those used in the present section can be useful for 
many other purposes, like for instance [6], [7] show. Here is a sample of a result proved 
in [7]. 
Let V3 be an open simply-connected 3-manvold which is such that the handles of index one 
of V3 can be killed stably (i.e. by replacing V3 with V3 x {the N-dimensional ball}, for some 
N). Then x;” V3 = 0. 
In particular, the handles of index one of the standard Whitehead manifold [ 143 cannot 
be killed stably. 
(B) Notwithstanding the obvious infinity of the tree-like object T, the arguments of this 
section have nothing to do with the infinite processes mentioned in the general title of this 
series of papers. On one hand, any reference to infinity in this particular section could have 
been avoided by going to high enough finite truncations (operation which, incident- 
ally, would neither have shortened the paper, nor made it easier to read). 
The infinite processes, which are actually our main tool, will be introduced only after the 
first couple of papers in the series will have sufficiently prepared the ground. And for those 
proccsscs the word in/i&y is to bc taken seriously, since there is no way to replace it by any 
finitistic substitute. 
3. TllE GENERIC PERTURBATION 
We will start now with the map 
from Lemma 2.9. 
In order to simplify the notations, we have denoted here by Ai, . . . , AR the various 
3-dimensional simplices which make up TN. The simplicial structure we have in mind here is 
the one described in the Important remark IV from Section 2.11 and it will be understood 
that the indexing is such that one goes from Ai u . . . u A,_, to A, by glueing the 
(a, b, c)-face of A, to the (a’, b’, c’)-face of some A,,,. This makes each AI u . . . u Air, where 
k 5 A, collapsible. As already said, the map gN is highly nongeneric; the same is true if TN is 
replaced by its 2-dimensional skeleton, and, clearly, perturbations of gN 1(2-skeleton) which 
make things generic will destroy, generally speaking, the “yl = 0” property. The general 
idea for going around this difficulty is to begin by a 3-dimensional perturbation which will 
make the situation generic, and alterwards to proceed to a very fine cellular subdivision, the 
2-skeleton of which will provide our almost collapsible pseudo-spine P’. 
Here is a schematical account of what we will be actually trying to do in this section. 
Recall, to begin with, that X3 (respectively 7’“) are endowed with triangulations T (respect- 
ively 0) such that TN 4 C3 is simplicial and non-degenerate. We start by changing 5, in the 
obvious way, into a handlebody decomposition of X3, which we call q. Let s be a 1- 
dimensional simplex of T and [s] the corresponding handle of inex 1 of q. Similarly, for each 
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,!-dimensional simplex cr of 6 we will consider a handle of index ,i denoted by [a] and these 
handles will be put together in a (TN, Q-like fashion so as to build up a (singular) 
handlebody r resembling TN and endowed with a map t i X3 resembling to gN. But we 
will insist that the new 3-dimensional model f L X3 be generic. In particular, each fl [a] is 
an embedding with f[aJ c X3 looking very much like (but not quite so to) the handle [s], 
where s = gN(o): for various ol, 17~ E (gN)-l(s), the images f[al], f[a2] neuer coincide, but 
are in general position. So fwill not map handles exactly into handles (but only approxim- 
ately so). The exact structure of (T, jj which will be described below, depends on the order in 
which the simplices CJ of 0 appear in the process of building up TN. 
Our P2 i X3 from Theorem 2.5 is obtained by taking as P2 the 2-dimensional skeleton 
of an appropriate subdivision of T, with j=fl P2. 
In order to build our subdivision we will introduce 3 partial mutually transversal 
foliations of C-’ called BLUE, RED, BLACK. These are (essentially) product foliations of 
the lateral surfaces ( = d(co-core) x core) of the handles of q of index 0, 1, 2 by 2-spheres, 
cylinders, disks, respectively. A typical O-handle [a] of F is something which “maps” to 
a O-handle [s] in C3 in such a way that f(a[o]) is a BLUE leaf associated to a[s] (the leaf in 
question being determined by our ordering of the O-handles). Similarly a l-handle [a] of Tis 
something which “maps” to a l-handle [s] of X3 so that f(iateral surface of [a]) c RED 
foliation and j’(attaching zone of [o]) c BLUE foliation, a.s.o. (by attaching zone we mean 
d(core) x co-core). Our P2 will bc a suitable union of leaves; here are the details. 
Description of (F,:,f ). For each tetrahedron Ai = (a, b, c, d) (see Fig. 8.). we consider a 3- 
dimensional regular neighborhood of its l-skeleton, which we will denote by At. 
Each JA,’ is a smooth cmbcdding. Corresponding to the I,2 and 3-skeleton of TN, there 
will be a filtration 2, c Z2 c Z3 = F, which I will proceed to describe now. 
To begin with, ZI is a quotient of the disjoined union CIA,‘, and the equivalence relation 
is dcfincd as follows. From the standpoint of Z1, source of the maps nZ,, the pieces 
A,’ I(u, b, c) = [a] u [a, b] u [b] u [b, c] u [c] u [c, a] (see Fig. 1) and Af I@‘, b’, c’), where, 
as before, we assume that j c i, are identified to each other. At the target X3, /;(A: u A:) is 
suggested by Fig. 9. What this figure is supposed to tell us, is that the f-images of the 0 and 
l-handles which make up A:, orher than the ones corresponding IO (a, b, c), are thicker than, 
respectively, the 0 and l-handles out of which f(c:;: A:) 3 fAj is made out of. 
In order to understand the local srructure of (F,fi 1 Z1, we notice, to begin with, that our 
(TN, gN) has no singularities of dimension higher than one. Accordingly, in a figure like 9, 
the O-handles f[d] and f[d’] are always located on difirent sides of the 
gN(u, b, c) = gN(u’, b’, c’) plane. But, generally speaking, we will have distinct edges of TN 
(u, b,), (u, bz), . . . , (u, bp) 
with the same gN-image. I will assume that the first fundamental domain A, where (a, b,) 
(with k = 1,2.. . . , p) occurs is A,,,, and that il < i2 < . . . < i,. 
In this situation, WC have a unique handle of index 0, namely [a], and the relative 
positions of T[u], f[u. b,] (where I = 1, . . . , p) are suggested in Fig. 10. At the source Z,, 
the I-handle [rr, hi] is attached to the O-handle [a] along a 2-disk whose J-image in C3 is 
suggested by the (J-H) (/?I, /?I’)-segment in our Fig. 10. If we assume that p = 3, then the disk 
(/?i, /I;) I (b’, , /I;‘) is a singularity of nZ, . To understand better this singularity, we will 
consider a plant transversal to the one of Fig. 10, along the dotted line. From the standpoint 
of the source Z,, what WC see in this plane is a truk-truck [ 133; we have drawn it in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 8. A,’ c 2,. This A,’ consists of canonical 0 and l-handles. 
Fig. 9. AA; v A: ). 
1 -- 
ilal 
6'1 
3 
-- --- E B"1 P"2 2 
1 
0 
= singularity 
Fig. 10. At the target Z’. The numbers 0, 1. 2, 3 suggest Multiplicities (i.e. number ol points at the source 
corresponding IO a given point at the target). 
la&d 
I&b2 1 
la.bd 
Singularity 
Fig. Il. Train-tracks. 
It will be convenient to introduce the following partial order relation denoted by “ 5 ” 
on the set of simplices of the same dimension i of TN. By definition, uI < c2 if 
gN(al) = gN(a2) and if in the inductive, arborescent, procedure which creates TN 
4=A,jA,vA2= . . . =AIuAzu . . . uA~= TN, 
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Fig. 12. 
Here a’ce, 
b’<b, W,b’k(a.b). 
The numbers 1 sndbr 2 
stand for multipliities. 
Here s’eb. 
b’>b, (d.bl4a.b). 
u1 appears before g2 (we will say that u1 precedes o2 if o1 s c2). If uy < u2, there is at most 
one pair of (i - I)-simplices 0; c o,, o; c u2 with u; < a;. (The only possible a$ is the 
unique face of u2 which might pre-exist already, at the time when we create u2.) In 
particular, consider two disjoined edges (a, 6), (a’, 6’) of ‘TN, with (a’, b’) < (a, 6). It is not 
possible that both a’, b’ precede a, 6, but one of them could. Up to a change in notation, we 
have two cases: a’ and b’ precede a and 6, or a’ precedes a and b precedes b’. The situation of 
fl[a] u [a, b] u [b]) and f([a’] u [a’, b’] u [b’]) looks like in Fig. 12. Since at the source 
Zi, we have ([a] u [a, b] u [b]) n ([a’] u [a’, b’] u [b’]) = 4, there are no singularities in 
Fig. 12, unlike what happens in Fig. 10. 
Figure I2 displays the following yenerul fucts about the structure of (T,n: 
(i) whenever (ab, . . . , ai) c (a,. . . . , ai), the f-images of the J.-dimensional cores of the 
handles [a&. . . , a;], [ao. . . . , aJ are contained in a I-dimensional smooth copy of 
R” c X3 where they are in general position, except for tangency regions corresponding to 
singularities. These come from lower dimensional faces of (a;, , . . , a;), (a,,, . . . , aA) which 
are equal in TN. 
We will make this point (i) more precise later on. 
(ii) The intersection of the two f(core) is non-void and connected. 
(iii) As far on the (3 - &dimensional co-cores are concerned, we have 
Rco-core of [ah, . . . , a;]) c int J(co-core of [ae, . . . , aA]). 
All this gives a complete description of (Z, ,fi Z,). The construction of Z2 proceeds by 
adding, in an obvious manner, for each triangle (a, b, c) c TN, a handle of index two, 
[a, b, c] to Zi. Suppose now that (a’, b’, c’) < (a, 6, c) with (a’, b’, c’)n(a, b, c) = 4. Up to 
a change in notation, we can have the following cases: 
(I) a’ < a,b’ < b, c’ c c, and hence something similar for the edges; 
(II) (I’ > a, everything else being like in (I); 
(III) a’ > a, (a’, c’) > (a, c), and everything else like in (I); 
(IV) a’ > a, c’ > c (and hence (a’, c’) > (a, c)), and everything else like in (I). 
The relative positions of j’([a] u [a, b] u . . .) and J([a’] u [a’, b’] u . . .) is shown in 
Fig. 13. There are no singulariries involved in Fig. 13. They appear only when some of the 
inequalities x’ < x are let to degenerate into x’ = x. If, for example, we let a’ < a to become 
a’ = a, in Fig. 10. (I), then the a-corner becomes like in Fig. 13 bis where we do see 
a singuhrity. The fat line which we see in Fig. 13 bis is singular; the parts corresponding to 
Fig. 13. To the left ol each drawing involving f(u). . . . we have represented the relative positions of the two 
f(core) c R*. 
fia.bl 
- 
fIe,b’l 
lm 
- fia,b’.c’] 
Legend: 
EQI 
- i[a,b,c) 
- - singularity 
Fig. l3-bis. 
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Fig. 14. 
Fig. 15. 
[u, 01, [w, z] are already singularities of Zr (like in Fig. IO); in fact [u, u], [w, z] are 
two-disks joined together by the l-handle [o, w]. 
In a plane transversal to the dotted line L, one sees something like in Fig. 14, and in 
a plane transversal to L’, something like in Fig. 15. To Fig. 14 corresponds a train-track like 
in our Fig. 11. Notice also that Fig. 14 (Fig. 15 respectively) is really Fig. lO(respectively 12), 
with a different notation (i.e. with a different dimensional interpretation for its pieces). 
Figure 13 displays the following general/act about the structure of (T,J). 
(V) (which enhances (i) above) Consider, for (a;, . . . , a>) < (a,,, . . . , aA) the 
f(cores) c R” and let x’, x be p-dimensional faces of (a& . . . , a;), (a,, . . . , uJ with 
gN(x’) = gN(x). In the R” plane, we denote by C(x) (respectively C(x’)) the parts of /(core of 
C&J, * * . , UJ) (f(core of [a;. . . . , a;]) corresponding to x (respectively to x’). If x 2 x’, 
then C(x’) covers C(x) (i.e. f(core of [a& . . . , a;] is overflowing in the corresponding 
region) and if x’ 2 x, then C(x) covers C(x’). The small schematical drawings accompanying 
the handles from Fig. 13 clearly display this feature. 
All this completes the description of (Z,,flZ,). One gets Z, = F by adding for each 
fundamental domain Ai c TN a handle of index 3, denoted by [A,] to Z2; realistically 
speaking, [Ai] is the closure of Ai - {the parts of Ai already contained in Zr + Z,}. 
To illustrate the structure of (Z, = F,fi, I will pretend that the fundamental domains 
are tetrahedra, and consider two such fundamental domains (a, b’, c’, d’), (a, b, c, d) having 
exactly the vertex a in common and such that (a, b’, c’, d’) < (a, b, c, d). For simplicity’s ake 
we also assume that b’ < b, c’ < c, d’ < d. 
Figure 16 represents the situation at the level of TN. 
At the target X3, the two dotted lines L, L’ have the same image gN(L) = gN(L’), and in 
the plane generated by gN(L) and gN(u), the situation of (Z,,fl looks like in Fig. 17, which 
should be compared to Fig. 13bis. 
By now, the complete pattern for building (F, fl should be clear. I will denote by Q, c’, 
Ui* . m * the simplices of TN (in dimension 3, these will be understood as being fundamental 
domains) and by [a], [a’]. [u,], . . . the corresponding handles of r 
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Fig. 16. 
fia.cl 
‘, 
fIa,c’l 
fm 
Legend: 
RI 
- - singularity 
Fig. 17. Like in Fig. 13-bis [u. u] + [w, r] is here an old singularity (i.e. coming from (Z,, /I Z,)), while [u, w] is 
new. The u, ~1 in this ligure are the same as in Fig. 13-bis, but NOT w. z. which should rather be compared to v, 
w from Fig. I3-bis. 
Properties of the nutural b&don {o} CI { [a] } 
I. To any relation of incidence between 6, and c2 in TN, there corresponds a relation of 
incidence between [o,] and [a21 in i;, and conversely. If dim al = dimaz, then the 
situation [ol] A [a21 # 4 corresponds exactly to the case when 0, na2 # 4 and 
#(a, ) = gN(a2). Similarly, if dim cI < dim r~ 2, the situation [al] n Co23 # I#I corresponds 
exactly to the case when cl n g2 # C#J and gN(a,) c gN(a2). Morever, [CT,] n [a23 is connec- 
ted. whenever it is non-void. 
II. We can have f[a,] n _f[a,] # C#I only if gN(ol) n gN(a2) # 4. If gN(a,) n gN(a2) # 4 
and if_fCgI 1 n TCa21 is non-uoid, then _j’[‘~a~] n f[a2] is also connected; under the same two 
conditions, if 6, and o2 are nor already incident in TN, then int JITcol] n int f[a,] is also 
non-void and connected. Moreover, if crl < 1-7~. then T[u,] nf[02] is always non-ooid and 
(hence) comected. The same holds for intJ[‘Ca,] n intJ[a,]. (Remember that G, c u2 
implies dim u1 = dim a,.) 
III. Consider the situation 0; c 01. a; c 02 in TN, with dima,= 
dima, = i. > p = dima’, = dima ;, 0, < a2 and gN(a’,) = g”(a;). WC have three possible 
situations. 
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Fig. 18. 
co-core w* 
ilo’,l 
/ 
v w 
&J*l 
Fig. 18-bis. 
III.1. The case a; = a;. Our construction of F is such that, in this case 
a[rYi] n a[~,] n a[~,] # 4, and in a neighborhood of a point z of this triple intersection, 
we have a singular situation, like in Fig. 10, 11 (or 13bis,, 14, 17). 
111.2. The Case a; < CT;. As a consequence of the fact that in the a’-region, Rcore [a,]) 
overflows, we have now f[a’,] nr[aJ = 4, M oreover, we can find an arc A c {the RJmp 
plane of C’ containing f(co-core Co;])), where we see the situation from Fig. 18. 
111.3. The case a’, > a;. As a consequence of the fact that, in the a’-region, f(core [oz]) 
overflows, we have now T[a;] nf[a,] = 4. Morever, WC can find an arc B c {the R3-’ 
plane of C3 containing Rco-core[a’,])}, where we see the situation from Fig. 18 bis. 
Remark. There are no singularities involved, yet, in the Figs 18, 18 bis. 
IV. (Formal consequence of I, II, III) We start by noticing that in the context of III, we 
know, from the second sentence of II, that f[~~] A I[a;] and f[or] n f[aJ are non-void 
and connected. 
Point II also tells us that in the context of Fig. 18 (respectively 18 bis), f[a,] nfit&] 
(respectively ~[Tco;] nfCa2]) is also connected. 
Point III, combined with these remarks, implies that 3( [cr;] u [ai]) nf( [a;] u [oJ) is 
non-ooid and connected (see Figs 18 and 18 bis). 
V. Let Q,, cr2, cr3 be such that 
dim CT~ = dim o2 = dim o3 and gNal = gNa2 = gNa3. 
Then, 3[ai] n j’[a2] n f[a3] # 4, and the same holds for their interiors. 
I can state now the 
LEMMA 3.1. Our 7 5 X3 has the following properties: 
(1) F is collapsible; 
(2) one has m(3) = ‘I’(3); 
(3) ]T = x3. 
[Since i: is a handlebody and the identifications considered here can involve pairs of 
points coming from handles of different dimensions, we have to be a little more precise 
about the meaning of “‘Y(3)“. 
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Using the fact that the map Jis generic, we can consider a triangulation of X3 such that, 
for each handle [a] c T, the image J[e] c Z3 is a subcomplex. This lifts to a triangulation 
of the handlebody 7 which is such that r ’ + X3 is simplicial and non-degenerate. This 
allows us to apply the theory from Section 2 to the map J] 
Proofi Properties (1) and (3) are obvious, and (2) can be deduced from the formula 
@(gN) = ‘I’(gN), along the following lines. Notice, to begin with, that O(gN) = ‘Y(gN) can be 
reformulated as follows. There is a sequence of pairs of simplices of TN 
such that: 
(01, a;), (4, a;), * * * , (4.4) (3.1) 
A. We have ai # a;, dima; = dima; and gNa; = gNoy. 
B. We also have a’, n a; # 4 and hence o’, n a; contains a singularity of gN. We 
consider the quotient T1 of TN, obtained by identifying a; to a;, and the induced map 
T, + 22’. 
a(l) 
C. In TI, we still have a; # a’; but now a$ n a; # 4. So, a; n a’; contains a singularity 
of g( 1). We consider the quotient T2 of T1 obtained by identifying a; to a’; and the induced 
map T2 +, X3, a.s.o. 
D. After n steps, we find a quotient T,, = TN/O(gN) = gN TN. 
I claim that these steps can be mimicked with the sequence 
(Ca;l.C41). * * * , (CabI. C41) (3.2) 
in lieu of (3.1). This runs like this. 
B’. In the context of(B) above, a’, A a; contains a common a # 4. In F, [a] is glued 
both to [a;] and [a;] (see property I above). By IV and II, both subsets of C3 
(fC~l~JCQ~l)~(JCQl~SCQ~l)~~~;l~~~~l 
are non-void and connected. 
By property III. 1, we can find a Singularity z E a[a] A a[a;] n a[a’;] which forces the 
identification of (71 [a’, I)-’ (n [a’,] n f[a;]) with (n [a;])- ’ (flc;] n flay]). This gives 
us a quotient F(1) of T 
Now, at the level of TN, when a’, has been identified to a;, any face 6’~ a’, has been 
automatically identified to the corresponding face a” s a;. But nothing like this has 
happened yet for [a’] and [a”], at the level of F(1); our i;(l) is not yet the analogue of T,. 
But property IV applies to y([a’J u [a;]) n f( [a”] u [a’;]) and property II to 
T[o’] nf[a”],f[‘Ca’i] nJ[a;]; all these spaces are non-void and connected, and so is also 
int f[o’] n int J[&]. 
Consider then P~J[cri] n f[a;], Q E int J[Tco’] n int f[cr”] and a line A joining P to Q in 
RC~‘l~E~~l)~RC~“l~C~~l).S’ mce in T(l), the pre-images of P are identified while those 
TOP 31:3-N 
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of Q are not, the line A must contain a singularity off( 1). From this singularity, we can force 
the identification of 
(f(l)lCd)-’ tf(l)C~‘lnf(~)C~“l) with ~~~~~lC~“l~~‘~J(~~C~‘l nfU)Ca"l) . 
In this way, by introducing additional folding maps for all the pairs of corresponding faces 
of ai, rr; (not contained in a), we can realize a quotient LP, + C3 which is the analogue of 
3 h T,-X . 
&l(l) 
C’. In the context of C, either a; n a’; contains already a singularity of gN (and then we 
will treat [a;], [a;] exactly like we did for [a;], [a;]), or else there are faces u’ c a;, 
u” c a; such that dim u’ = dim u”, g”(u’) = gN(u”), which have the property that in T,, u’ is 
identified to u”. This means that in Fi. (n[u’])-’ (f[u’] nf[u”]) is identified to 
(71 [a”])-’ (f[u’J n f[u”]). Applying IV to T([u’] u [a;]) n T( [a”]) u [al;]) and II to 
f[u’] n f[u”], Aa;] n flu;] l’k I e b f e ore, we can find a singularity of TIT,, living in (f’)-’ 
(f’ Ca’l n f’ Cd ). f rom which we can force an identification at the level of [a;], [a;], . . . . 
D’. We can continue like this along the recipe for 
TN - T, - T2 *. . . (3.3) 
folding map folding map 
0; _ ai a; - a; 
with the following proviso. Notice first that the sequence (3.3) has automatically the 
following property. Assume that at the level of T,, u ; + t is already identified to some u (of the 
same dimension and gN-image). Then, at the level of T,, I, a:+, will bc automatically 
identified to u. The full analogue of this property is not automatic when we pass to i; since 
gNu = gNu;+ , = gNu;‘+, does not imply that f[u] = f(u;+ ,] = flu;+ i]. 
But property V tells us that there exists a triple point off 
(such that fi = fi =fi). We will assume, inductively, that at the level of F,, [a] and [a;+ i] 
have been already glued along the corresponding f[u] nf[u;+ ,]-parts. When the folding 
map T, + T,,, reaches the identification y = z, we have already x = y, and now the 
singularity z = x forces the glueing of [a] to [uf; i] completely, along their common image. 
The Proof of Theorem 2.5. We consider a subdivision of T and its 2-dimensional 
skeleton Pf. This Pf is automatically almost collapsible and, without loss of generality, 
j, = fl P: is a generic immersion except at a finite set of singularities. These singularities are 
not necessarily of the admissible type. But a small initial zipping Pf + P* gives us an almost 
collapsible singular 2-dimensional polyhedron P* L X3 (having only the allowed type of 
singularities). I will show now how one can perform the subdivision of i=‘, so that P* L C3 is 
a pseudo-spine representation for X3 (i.e. such that (2) and (3) from Theorem 2.4 are fulfilled). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A and B be two 2-dimensional jnite simpliciul complexes, piecewise- 
linearly embedded in R3. We assume A, B to be connected and A c R3, B c R’ to be in general 
position. We also make the following assumptions: 
(I) The homology groups (with coejicients Z), H,(A) and H,(B), are zero, and A v B is 
connected. 
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(2) 1’ we compactify R3 to S3, then any connected component ofS3 - (A u B) is an open 
3-cell. 
Under these assumptions, A n B is connected. 
Proof In the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
O-rH1(AuB)-,Ho(AnB)-,H~A~HoB--,Ho(AuB)-*O, 
we have H1(A u B) = 0 (by duality), and hence H,,(A n B) = Z. cl 
So let [ai], [aJ, . . . be the various handles of T and P: I [al J, Pi 1 [aJ, . . . their 
2-skeleta. It is assumed that their f-images, [oils cr f(P: 1 [a,]), are in general position. 
Consider any system [ai,], [ai,], . . . , [ai,] such that 
fCai,l nfC~i,l n . - . n fCai,l Z 4 (3.4) 
and a coordinate chart R3 c Z3 containing f[ai,] u r[ail] u . . . u f[oi,]. Like before, we 
compactify R3 to S’. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that P: has the following properties; 
(1) Any time uI,, ull, . . . , ui, are like in (3.4), the following two things happen: 
(1.i) [ui,]2 n [oi,]z n . . . u [u,,]2 # 4, wheneoer 1 = 2 or 3 (at least); 
(l.ii) S3 - [u,,]~ u [ul,]r u . . . u [uI,12 is a collection of open 3-cells. 
(2) In the context of Fig. 18 above, we can alwaysfind two thin tubular neighborhoods of A 
A, dW,l u Co,lX AZ ~.fb;l u CaA 
such thur: 
(2.i) Al, AZ are subcomplexes of our subdioisions and, if we denote by (A1)2, (A& their 
2-skeleta, then (A,), n(A2)2 # 4. 
(2.ii) The relations ([a’,]2 n [u,]J n [u’J2 # I$ # ([a;]2 n [uJJn [a& which are 
anyway forced by l.i, hold already at the level of AI, Al. 
(2.iii) If we compactify a coordinate neighborhood R3 of A c X3 to S3, then each of the 
three sets S3 -(Ca;lznA,)u(Ca;l,nA2). s3-(C~~1~nA,)u(C~~l~nA,) and 
S3 - (Call2 n A,)u(CuA n AI) is a union of open 3-cells. 
Figure 18 corresponds to 111.2. We ask for similar conditions in the context of 111.1 and 
111.3 (Fig. 18 bis). 
Under these conditions, ( P2, f, X3) is an almost collapsible pseudospinefor X3, i.e. it verifies 
the statement of Theorem 2.5. 
Proof To begin with, property (I.ii) above implies (3) from Theorem 2.4. Next, I claim 
that the analogues of the properties I to V of the bijection {u}-([u]} still hold when we 
replace F by P2. 
The analogue of I is automatic since we have [u,] n [a23 # q5 if and only if the 
corresponding parts of the 2-skeleton touch each other. 
The first part of II holds too, because the information f[ui] nf[u2] # d, can be 
combined with (1) and with Lemma 3.2 in order to draw the conclusion that [ail2 n [u212 
is non-void and connected. The second part of II holds for similar reasons. 
Point (2) combined with Lemma 3.2. implies all the local connectivity content of III; in 
other words, if we are, let us say, in the context of Fig. 18, then we can travel continuously, in 
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the neighborhood of A, from a double point involving [u~]~, [a’& to a double point 
involving [~i]~. [QJ~, via double points involving [a1 Jt, [a; J2. As already remarked, I, II 
and III imply, quite formally, IV. 
Finally, V is implied by (1.i). On the other hand, the proof of point (2) in Lemma 3.1 has 
only used formally properties I to V, so once they hold for Pz L X3, exactfy the same 
argument (as in Lemma 3.1) tells us that 0(f) = Y(f). This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
The only thing which is left for us to do now is to describe the structure of P:(i.e. of the 
[u]~‘s), so that (1) and (2) above are fulfilled. 
Any [u]~ zfd[u] will be a union of“waW, with the following specifications: 
(a) Any wall is a compact, connected 2-manifold embedded in flu]. In particular, f~Y[u] 
is a union of walls. 
(b) Walls come in three colours, “blue”, “red” and “black” and two walls of the same 
colour, even if belonging to different [u]~‘s, are always disjoined. 
(c) Two walls of different colours, even if belonging to different [u]~‘s, are always 
transversal whenever they meet. 
(d) The walls of the same colour of f[uJ are leaves of a foliation of f[u] - (some closed 
subset of dimension s 2}. In particular, any system of walls of a given colour can be 
extended to a larger, arbitrarily dense system, by adding more walls of the same colour, 
parallel to the ones already existing. 
(e) f[uJ - {the walls} is a union of open 3-cells, and this property stays true when one 
extends the system of walls like in (d). 
(f) The explicit structures given below will be such that once it is choosen suficiently 
dense, properties (I), (2) will bc fulfilled, in a very obvious way. Among other things, density 
creates all the triple points we might want to have. 
For the handles of index 1 and 2, our systems of walls are explained by Figs 19 to 22. 
For a handle of index 0, the blue walls form a system of concentric 2-spheres, the exterior 
one being the boundary (of the O-handle). This blue boundary of the O-handle is touched by 
the wails of red and black colour, in a pattern which is suggested by Fig. 23. 
This pattern (or a part of it) continues conically (i.e. by radial extension) inside the 
O-handle, transversally to the blue spheres. It stops at the most interior blue sphere. Figure 
23 shows the non-singular puttern. In a context of something like Fig. 10, Fig. 23 will acquire 
RED cylinder 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
b 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
___r___:____:___:____:___:____:___:___~___~___~____~___ core 
I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 
/,: - - . - _ - - - _ . 
I I I i I I I I I i I 1‘\ I Attaching 
zone 
Attaching 
7.Ol-M 
Fig. 19. Handle of index 1. This figure is in a plane containing the core. It is supposed to be rotated along the 
core-axis. The legend for the colours. in this and the next figures, is the following: - = RED, 
W-_-W = BLUE. -= BLACK. For a finite set of angles, this figure is a black wall. In a section parallel 
to the co-core. one has something like Fig. 20. which for a finite set of values of the core-axis coordinate is a blue 
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Fig. 20. 
/--- , 
.’ 
. 
Fig. 21. Handle of index 2. This figure is in a plane parallel to the core, and for a finite set of values, it is a black 
wall. In a plane passing through the dotted line L and transversal to the core, one has Fig. 22. 
Fig. 22. This is not a wall. 
extra features, like the one shown in Fig. 24. The plane of this figure is blue, and the O-handle 
[a] points in one direction while the l-handles [a, b,], [a, 6,] point in the other direction. 
The red and black walls coming from [a, b,] (E = 1, 2) have received different s-labels. 
Singularities (marked by small circles in Fig. 24) occur exactly when walls of different 
red/black colour and different s-labels cut each other. 
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Fig. 23. Boundary of a O-handle (detail). This is a blue sphere. The numbers I., 3 refer here to boundaries of handles 
of index 1 and 2. incident to this O-handle. The hatched region is the boundary of a 3-handle. 
Fig. 24. Here the numbers I.2 refer to the two-valued e-label. 
Handles of index three touch the surface of the O-handles (blue), the red part of the 
surface of l-handles, and the black part of the surface of 2-handles. Figure 25 suggests how 
the blue and red walls touch a black wall sitting in the boundary of a handle of index 3. On 
a blue wall of a handle of index 3, one sees the situation from Fig. 26; these two figures give 
a complete description for the pattern of walls of a handle of index 3. 
As already said, if such a triple system of walls is chosen sufJicientfy dense, then properties 
(1) and (2) from Lemma 3.3 will be fulfilled. 
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Fig. 25. Handle of index 3. We have chopped off the corner and edges of the fundamental domain, and the 
numbers 0.1 refer to the indices of the respective handles. Caution: Although this might not be, typographically 
speaking, completely clear, the boundaries are blue. 
Fig. 26. 
4. STATEMENT OF THE COHERENCE THEOREM 
Let K2 L M’ lx a singular 2-dimensional polyhedron. We will desingularize our K2 by 
specijying (i.e picking up), for each singularity 6, one of the two branches P, c K2 (where 
E = 1,2, see Fig. 1) around Q, and by blowing up Q into a circle, inside the specified branch. If, 
in Fig. I., we specify the branch PI, then the desingularization will change our Fig. 1 
into 27. 
In a more combinatorial vein, a desinphrization cp is just a rule by which every time we 
have a singularity ~EP,U~~P~ (like in Fig. l), we attach distinct labels ‘Y’ (meaning 
specified) or “n” (meaning non-specified) to the two branches PI, P2 around u 
cp,(P~) = s (or 4, %(Pz) = n (or 4. 
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p2 
non-specified 
branch 
p5iEq 
(cpdP2)-nl 
Fig. 27. Desingularization. 
There are exactly 2c’rd’sinp K’t such desingularizations cp, and we will not bother any 
longer here and now about their actual geometrical meaning. (The first pages of the next 
paper in this series will explain how each cp gives a canonical recipe for constructing 
a smooth 3-dimensional object V’ which desingulurizes K2 (thereby changing its homotopy 
type), a 4-dimensional smooth regular neighborhood of K*, let us call it W”, and an 
embedding V3 4 aI+@.) 
If we have an acyclic mooemenr O(i) (i.e. with i s 2) 
(4.1) 
and if K2 is endowed with a desingularization cp, there is a canonically induced, more or less 
obvious, desingularization cp, for K:. For example, in the context of Fig. 2, we will have 
(R).,(A) = (R)b+t) = %(A). 
and hence also (cpr),@) = (~J~).,,@I) = rp,(B). 
Let us suppose now that diagram (4.1) represents amovement O(3) like in Fig. 6, and that 
K’ is endowed with a desingularization cp. There are two possible cases. 
Case I. We have q,,(C) = q,,(C) (and hence also (paI (D) = (pb2(D)). We will say that the 
corresponding movement O(3) is co/rerenr. This notion turns out to be crucial for our whole 
approach to the Poincare Conjecture. At the smoothened four-dimensional evel W4, 
a coherent O(3)-move will correspond to adding a handle of index two. 
Case If. We have q,,(C) # q,,(C) (and hence also p,,,(D) # q,,(D)); then our move- 
ment is, by definition, non-coherent. 
I can state now the 
COHERENCE THEOREM. Let X3 be any smooth homotopy 3-sphere. There is a collapsible 
pseudo-spine representation /or X3, K2 L X3 and a desingularization cp Jar K’, with the 
following property: 
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(a) 27rere is u strategy fir exhausring f by elementary movements O(I) (i 5 3): 
K2& K;G-fK2 
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where F is a certain sequence of acyclic movements O(i) (i 5 2) while G is a sequence of 
movements O(3). 
(b) Let cpl be the desingularization of K: induced from cp by the sequence F of acyclic 
movements. For this desingularization of K:, our strategy is such that all the movements O(3) 
of G are coherent. 
Important Remark. The arrow F is not just a map, but a sequence of acyclic movements, 
done in a precise order. The desingularization cp, depends on this order. 
It will take us several successive papers in this series before we will have a complete 
proof of this coherence theorem, which is an important item in our approach. Proving the 
Coherence Theorem will definitely involve “infinite processes”; the main step in the proof is 
a Smoorlr Tameness Theorem stating that certain smooth non-compact 4-manifolds with 
non-empty boundary are “smoothly tame”. I will illustrate this notion, here, just by saying 
that all Casson Handles [f] are topofogically tame [Z], but that a Casson Handle which is 
not smoothly standard is automatically smoothly wild; via the work of M. Freedman and 
S. Donaldson, such things are known to exist. 
The proof of the Smooth tameness Theorem is a paradigm for those infinite processes 
which will be used in the later papers of this series. 
The very next paper in this series will show how, starting with a general collapsible 
pseudo-spine representation for X3, we can get a “Honeycomb Representation”. This is 
a very special kind of collapsible pseudo-spine representation to which some dynamical 
structures, analogous to the square matrices with non-negative integer entries accompany- 
ing Markov partitions, are naturally attached. These in turn will become a major subject for 
investigation, on the road to the Coherence Theorem, in subsequent papers of this series. 
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